
Got additional tips?
Help a bunny out, and let us know!

support@motorbunny.com

Hop On!

11 Tips and Tricks to Get
the Most Out of your Motorbunny



We believe sex should be both fun and accessible, so we make amazing sex toys with 
these two tenets in mind.
 
Motorbunny was created to help you enhance your sexual life and also reduce the 
�nancial risks of experimentation.

Congratulations on joining
the Motorbunny community!

Our lighthearted “goes to 11” philosophy is a cheeky way of 
expressing how strongly we feel about our mission. Never 
stop exploring, playing, and relishing life!
 
We’re not here to tell you what to do, but the following 11 
tips can help you learn more about the Motorbunny 
experience. And just know sometimes it takes several 
experiences to get comfortable with Motorbunny and learn 
how it works for you. But that’s okay, let it take you beyond 
what you’ve ever thought possible.



Use the restroom before hopping on. This will 
make getting o�—and then dismounting your 
Motorbunny when you’re done a little ea

Literally: Set your Motorbunny up for the most e�ective functionality and successful 
enjoyment.
 
Put your Motorbunny on a �rm surface, like the �oor or a bed—but not a waterbed.
 
If on the �oor, we suggest placing the Motorbunny on a soft blanket or towels to give 
your knees a break. This will also help to dampen Motorbunny’s vibrations. It’s also 
helpful to set your Motorbunny up next to a couch or bed so you have something to help 
you to balance.
 
If on a bed, make sure your Motorbunny is near the center of the mattress (versus closer 
to an edge).
 
No matter what �rm surface you use, always have Motorbunny’s controls near your 
hands or in the hands of a partner.

Tip #1 – Take care of business

Tip #2 – Set up for success



Just like musicians do a sound check before every performance, make 
sure you have your Motorbunny’s baseline in order before you hop on. Is 
everything good to go?
 
Make sure your Motorbunny controls are set to zero, and make sure you 
have plenty of water-based lubricant on hand.
 
Do not use silicone-based or oil-based lubes with your Motorbunny. 
These types of lubricants can damage Motorbunny attachments and will 
make cleanup far more tedious than it needs to be.  
 
Start your Motorbunny only after you’re ready and have hopped on and 
settled in.

Resist the temptation to jump ahead. Start at the beginning with your Motorbunny, and 
start small.

We recommend that �rst-time users begin with the �at clitoral 
attachment. This gives you the opportunity to �nd a good, 
comfortable straddle position before getting into 
attachments designed for penetration.

Tip #3 – Check your Motorbunny baseline

Tip #4 – Bunny hops (Start small!)

Once you’ve tried out all the attachments included in the Motorbunny Starter Kit, you 
might feel like getting more adventurous. Not to worry—We have a range of additional 
premium silicone attachment options available at motorbunny.com.



No two bodies are the same, and you may �nd that yours likes a little bit of an angle 
adjustment. Good thing your Motorbunny comes with the perfect accessory to add that 
extra boost--risers.

Two attachment risers are included in the Motorbunny Starter Kit. These attach to the top 
of the Motorbunny platform, positioned right beneath your favorite attachment, to 
increase contact with your clitoris. 

Time to play a game of “See which riser is 
right for you!” 

Tip #5 -- Rise up! 

Tip #6 -- You go, cowgirl!
The most common Motorbunny 
position is a straddled cowgirl. 

Straddle Motorbunny with the controls in 
front of you, your knees down, and your feet 
behind you. You can also try to pull your 
knees up nearer to your chest, with your feet 
�at on the �oor. This is more like a rowdy 
cowgirl squat position – yeehaw!



You might prefer the Lady Godiva—a straddled 
cowgirl with your Motorbunny raised up on a sturdy 
surface. In this position, your feet will be touching 
the ground, similar to the cowgirl squat, but your 
legs will be extended closer to a standing position.
 
Wild, just like Lady Godiva.

Tip #7 -- Get up to get down

Note: It’s important that whatever surface you put 
the Motorbunny on to raise it up is very sturdy, of 
su�cient surface size (no close edges), and can 
hold your weight plus the weight of the 
Motorbunny itself.

The Bunnyrest stool included in the 
Motorbunny Starter Kit is not 
designed for the Motorbunny to be 
used on top of in this manner.



The Motorbunny Starter Kit includes a Bunnyrest—a small stool perfect for leaning 
forward and backward on while you straddle your Motorbunny. 

Play with the controls and your body position to �nd the perfect combination for you.

Tip #8 -- Find your groove

Leaning forward with your hands on the 
Bunnyrest increases contact with your 
clitoris. 

Leaning back with your hands on the 
Bunnyrest will increase pressure on your 
G-spot. 

Is someone else interested in getting in 
on the action?

The Bunnyrest is also ideal for a partner 
to sit on while adding to your 
experience.

Tip #9 – Motorbunny for two



On a bed or even on the �oor, some people choose to lie down fully and use their heels to 
hold the Motorbunny in place.

Tip #10 -- Take this lying down

Seriously – and this is the only time we will ever be super serious -- even if you �nd a 
position and settings that you love, there’s always a chance something even more 
mind-blowing is around the corner. The wide range of attachments, positions, and Buzz 
and Twirl control settings provide endless combinations for unique, fun experiences. 

One a accessible way to play is by trying di�erent Buzz and 
Twirl control setting combinations. Some people like “The 
Safe Driver,” with Buzz at 10 and Twirl at 2. Some enjoy the 
"Answer to the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and 
Everything," with settings at 4 and 2, respectively. We’ve also 
heard that 7-11 is quite convenient. 

You get the idea. Hop on, turn it up, lean in, lean back, lean 
whatever way feels good—just never stop experimenting! 

Tip #11 -- Never stop experimenting!


